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Abstract
Motivated by scheduling in Geo-distributed data analysis, we propose a target location problem
for multi-commodity flow (LoMuF for short). Given commodities to be sent from their resources,
LoMuF aims at locating their targets so that the multi-commodity flow is optimized in some sense.
LoMuF is a combination of two fundamental problems, namely, the facility location problem and
the network flow problem. We study the hardness and algorithmic issues of the problem in various
settings. The findings lie in three aspects. First, a series of NP-hardness and APX-hardness results
are obtained, uncovering the inherent difficulty in solving this problem. Second, we propose an ap-
proximation algorithm for general undirected networks and an exact algorithm for undirected trees,
which naturally induce efficient approximation algorithms on directed networks. Third, we observe
separations between directed networks and undirected ones, indicating that imposing direction on
edges makes the problem strictly harder. These results show the richness of the problem and pave the
way to further studies.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, data is generated geo-distributively at a much higher speed as compared to the existing data
transfer speed; for instance, telescopes around the world bring us an unimaginable amount of astronomy
data. There are two main reasons for having geo-distributed data: (1) Datacenters (DCs) are built across
the globe. (2) Organizations prefer to use multiple clouds to increase reliability, security, and processing.
Besides, there exist applications that process and analyze a huge amount of massively geo-distributed
data to extract useful information. A typical scenario in processing geo-distributed data is that several
analysis tasks are running simultaneously, and each requires a fraction of the collected data [27, 29, 39,
38, 16]. In addition, every analysis task moves needed data to a single location before the computation.
Fig. 1 shows an example of geo-distributed telescope data.
The network bandwidth is a crucial factor in geo-distributed data movement and becomes the re-
source bottleneck. For example, the demand for bandwidth increased from 60 to 290 Tbps between the
years 2011 and 2015 while the network capacity growth was not proportional. In 2015, the network
capacity growth was only 40 percent, which was the lowest during the years 2011 and 20141. When
applications (such as electromagnetic radiation and infrared ray analysis), each handling data from some
datacenters, have to be deployed, there is no meaningful notion of distance. The latency (travel time of a
single small packet) under low-congestion conditions tends not to be noticeable to the end-users. The real
difficulty here is the underlying capacity of the network. If links become congested, then the latency will
increase and throughput will suffer. A key issue is how to allocate enough bandwidth to each application
without causing congestion on the network [40].
Hence, we need to choose proper locations for the tasks to reduce congestion. Specifically, we pro-
pose this target location problem for multi-commodity flow: Given sources of multiple commodities on
a capacitated network, the goal is to locate the targets to maximize the flow value.
We fix sources because, as our motivating example of geo-distributed data analysis shows, it is dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to change datacenters that collect data since for efficiency as these datacenters
should be close to data generators. However, it is much more flexible to choose the target locations where
the analysis tasks are performed.
The multi-commodity flow problem (MCF) is one of the most fundamental problems with a wide
variety of scientific and engineering applications that have been studied intensively [32, 26]. In the most
typical scenario, a finite number of commodities have to be sent from their sources to targets on a capaci-
tated network. Each commodity has its own flow, and the commodities interact when their flows compete
for capacity on common edges.
There are two general classes of MCF. One is network analysis which, based on a given network
configuration, finds the optimal flow pattern for some objective function. The most studied objective
functions include maximizing flow values and minimizing flow costs. The other belongs to network
synthesis which seeks an optimal network configuration satisfying certain requirements.
In both classes, the targets of the commodities are taken for granted. To our surprise, researches have
long neglected how targets are chosen. This paper is devoted to initializing such a theory.
Our proposed problem extends the MCF framework. It does not belong to either of the two classes.
It is a combination of the facility location problem and the network flow problem which are inherently
related [1]. Facility location is a branch of operations research related to locating or positioning at least a
new facility among several existing facilities to optimize (minimize or maximize) at least one objective
function. It is among the most fundamental problems in operations research and theoretical computer
1https://www.telegeography.com/researchservices/global-bandwidth-research-service/
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Figure 1: An overview of geo-distributed astronomy data and corresponding tasks
science [37]. Facility location met network flow in 1990 [35] and has inspired a series of work [13, 3, 18,
2, 12]. However, all the published works minimize costs of the selected sources or targets (not the flow
cost which, together with flow value, is the objective of network flow problems), and never consider the
multi-commodity setting. The most crucial difference lies in that our combination is inherent, meaning
that the objective is to optimize the flow value, but the literature focuses on the cost of the selected nodes
rather than the cost of flow. Another benefit of our framework is that it can naturally extend almost every
network flow problem, e.g., flow cost minimization.
Our model has other applications, such as Web server deployment. There are serving various de-
mands from widely-distributed users, for example, requesting for different online video, where should
the servers be located so that the users have a good experience? Again we do not care distance, and the
key objective is to optimize the available bandwidth. There are more motivating examples, say, network-
flow based evacuation planning for an emergency where shelters have to be selected, and congestion
decides the efficiency of evacuation. Interested readers are referred to [12].
These real-world scenarios justify our problem’s critical features: The commodities are only partially
determined since the targets are not given and have themselves to be optimized, and a decisive factor of
the optimization is the bandwidth rather than any notion of distance. This well motivates our problem.
1.1 Results and Discussion
We propose a novel model of the target location for multi-commodity flow (LoMuF). On the one hand,
we figure out the hardness results of various versions. On the other hand, we design algorithms for several
versions. The results are as follows.
1. We show that the LoMuF problem is NP-hard on general undirected graphs.
We know that if the targets are fixed, the problem degenerates to one normal multi-commodity
flow problem (allowing fractional flows) and becomes tractable in polynomial time, which shows
that the most challenging part of this problem is indeed how to locate the targets.
2. We design a polynomial-time algorithm solving LoMuF on trees.
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Trees are important network structures in practice. Compared to the NP-hardness result above, the
fact that there is only one path connecting a source and the target on a tree simplifies the problem.
Our algorithm is elegant and surprisingly shows that the interaction between different commodities
becomes not harmful on trees.
3. We present a maxtθ ´ 1, 1u-approximation algorithm for LoMuF on general undirected graphs,
where θ is the largest source number among all commodities.
This result actually shows that, when θ ď 2 (the so-called bi-source cases) the problem can also be
solved efficiently, but (take into account the NP-hardness result above) becomes intractable when
θ ě 3.
4. For LoMuF on directed graphs (Di-LoMuF), we prove that it is also NP-hard and even cannot be
efficiently approximated with a ratio less than 2.
In fact, we also show that LoMuF on undirected graphs can be reduced to the directed case Di-
LoMuF, and then Di-LoMuF should be even harder.
5. Di-LoMuF also remains NP-hard on symmetric di-paths and bi-source supply vectors.
These are clear separations between undirected LoMuF and Di-LoMuF, since undirected LoMuF is
efficiently solvable on trees while Di-LoMuF is even difficult on paths, a very special case of trees.
As we pointed out above, the bi-source instances are easy for undirected LoMuF, but not for Di-
LoMuF.
6. For the special case on symmetric di-trees, Di-LoMuF has a polynomial-time 2-approximation
algorithm.
Though we have seen several hardness results of Di-LoMuF, for a special but still meaningful
subset, where every link has the same capability of downloading and uploading, we can obtain an
efficient approximation algorithm.
7. We show that our results above can also be extended to other variants of LoMuF such as maximum
sum flows, unsplittable flows, restricted candidate targets, maximum feasible flows, and so on. For
the unsplittable version, we show that it cannot be approximated within ratio 2. For the version
with restrictions on targets, it is NP-hard on uni-source supply vectors and stars and cannot be
efficiently approximated within ratio 76 on trees. For the maximum feasible flows version, we
prove that for any constant  ą 0, unless NP=ZPP, it cannot be approximated within Opk1´q on
k supply vectors.
This shows that the framework of the new location problems has a powerful capability of modeling
different scenarios in practice and enriches the theory of location problems and network flow
problems.
1.2 Related Work
There is an increasing vast literature on multi-commodity flow and its single-commodity special case
[32]. Basically, there are two types of optimization objectives, namely, minimum cost and maximum
flow which is the focus of this paper. The main theme of maximum flow in recent years is improving the
efficiency of approximation algorithms [26, 14, 6, 21, 28, 23, 15, 33, 5]. The flow-cut duality is also a
challenging issue and has attracted much attention from researchers [19, 31].
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Facility location has flourished ever since the 1960s and remains an active topic in operations research
and theoretical computer science [10, 20, 37, 20]. Though generally, no constant-ratio approximation
algorithm exists, it can be constant-approximated on metric spaces. One of the main threads of research
is to improve the approximation ratio in various situations [34, 22, 9].
Though inherently related to multi-commodity flow[1], facility location got to be combined with
network flow only in 1990 [35], when the source location problem was proposed. Roughly speaking,
the mission of the source location problem on a network is to find a set of sources from which enough
flow can be sent to each prescribed target. In addition to flow requirements, connectivity and vertex
coverage are also frequently used constraints. Work in this line can be classified into two categories. One
is independent source location, meaning that the flows to different targets do not interact [3, 30, 4, 24,
25, 13, 3, 18]. The other is simultaneous source location, where the flows concurrently exist and interact
by competing edge capacities [2, 12]. An interesting application is emergency evacuation planning [12],
where shelters are to be located where residents in a disaster can move to as fast as possible. In such
applications, capacities are also usually imposed on network nodes, rather than just on edges in typical
network flow models. All the mentioned works have two common features. First, essentially only a single
commodity is considered which is multi-source multi-target. Second, the objective is to optimize some
measures of the selected sources (say, total cost), rather than the properties of the flow (say, flow value).
This is in sharp contrast to our proposed problem.
2 Preliminaries and Problem Statement
In this section, we review key notions and notations used in this paper, and formally define the location
problem.
2.1 Preliminaries
LetR (R`,R´, respectively) represent the set of (non-negative, non-positive, respectively) real numbers.
We use ~x for a vector, and ~xpyq for its y-th entry. When we denote a set by an upper-case letter, we usually
write the corresponding (subscripted) lower-case letter for the members.
A network is a capacitated graph G “ pV,E,~cq, where V is the vertex set, E is the edge set, and
~c P RE` assigns capacities to the edges. We first mainly focus on undirected graphs in this paper, and
will consider directed graphs in Section 4. For any v, v1 P V , we use xv, v1y, or xv1, vy interchangeably,
to denote the edge between v, v1. A commodity is described by a demand vector ~d P RV satisfyingř
vPV ~dpvq “ 0, where any v such that ~dpvq ă 0 (~dpvq ą 0, respectively) is called a source (a target,
respectively). Intuitively, each source v has to sent out ~dpvq units of the commodity, and in total ~dpuq
units are delivered to target u. The vertex set of a graph G is denoted by V pGq.
To specify flows over a network, we always arbitrarily orient all the edges and keep the orientation
implicit unless necessary. For any v P V , let E´pvq (E`pvq, respectively) stands for the set of incoming
(outgoing, respectively) edges. A flow is a vector ~f P RE , which for any edge e P E, means |~fpeq|
units of transportation along e in orientation if ~fpeq ą 0, and opposite direction otherwise. Given flows
~f, ~f 1 P RE , we write ~f À ~f 1 if |~f | ď |~f 1| for any e P E. A flow ~f is said to satisfy a demand vector ~d, if
for any v P V , ~dpvq “ řePE´pvq ~fpeq ´řePE`pvq ~fpeq. A multi-commodity flow, which means a set F
of flows, is valid if its congestion
ř
~fPF |~fpeq| along any edge e P E is at most ~cpeq.
The maximum concurrent problem (MCF for short) has been extensively and is still being actively
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studied. Specifically, given demand vectors ~di, 1 ď i ď k on a capacitated graph G, the mission of
MCF is to find the maximum λ such that λ~di, 1 ď i ď k, can be satisfied by a valid multi-commodity
flow on G. The optimum λ will be denoted by λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq.
Let’s recall some properties of MCF.
Lemma 1. MCF lies in P.
As mentioned in [7, page 863], there is no known purely combinatorial algorithm solving MCF ex-
actly and efficiently. The only commonly used algorithm is based on linear programming.
A multi-commodity flow F on a capacitated graph G is said to be a decomposition of flow ~f , if
~fpeq “ ř~f 1PF ~f 1peq and |~fpeq| “ ř~f 1PF |~f 1peq| for any edge e of G.
Lemma 2. Arbitrarily fix a demand vector ~d on a capacitated graphG. Suppose ~d has exactly one target
t. Then any flow satisfying ~d can be decomposed into a multi-commodity flow which satisfies the demand
vectors t~dv : v is a source of ~du. Here, each ~dv is such that for any vertex u of G,
~dvpuq “
$’&’%
~dpvq if u “ v
´~dpvq if u “ t
0 otherwise
.
Note that the decomposition in Lemma 2 is not necessarily unique. Any such one will be called a
canonical decomposition of the flow.
Given any vertex subset U of an graph G “ pV,E,~cq, the cut induced by U , denoted by CutpUq, is
defined to be the set of edges bridging U and V zU . Let E´pUq “ CutpUqŞpŤuPU E´puqq be the set
of edges coming into U , and E`pUq “ CutpUqzE´pUq.
Lemma 3. Suppose that ~f is a flow satisfying a demand vector ~d on a capacitated graph G “ pV,E,~cq.
Then for any U Ď V , řePE´pUq ~fpeq ´řePE`pUq ~fpeq “ řuPU ~dpuq.
2.2 Target Location problem
Intuitively, our goal is to properly locate targets for multiple commodities. We formulate this problem in
this subsection.
Given a capacitated graph G “ pV,E,~cq, any ~s P RV´ is called a supply vector on G. For any supply
vector ~s and v P V , we define a demand vector ~s ˝ v such that for any u P V ,
p~s ˝ vqpuq “
#
~spuq if u ‰ v
´řwPV ztvu ~spwq otherwise .
It is time to formulate the problem of target location for maximizing concurrent multi-commodity
flow, LoMuF for short. Given supply vectors ~s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~sk on a capacitated graphG, LoMuF aims at finding
v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk such that λpG;~s1 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~sk ˝ vkq is maximized. By abuse of the notation, the optimum
objective value is again denoted by λpG;~s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~skq.
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Figure 2: The graph to which 3-DM is reduced.
3 Hardness and Algorithms of LoMuF
We begin with studying the hardness of LoMuF. Our work refers to a well-known NP-complete problem,
3-dimensional matching (3-DM for short). Though LoMuF is NP-hard in general, we devise an algorithm
solving LoMuF problems on trees efficiently, and show that a simple strategy could be a not-bad solution
for graphs with bounded sources.
3.1 Hardness Result
A 3-DM instance is a quadruple pX,Y, Z,W q, where X,Y, Z are pairwise disjoint finite sets of equal
size, and W Ď ttx, y, zu : x P X, y P Y, z P Zu. The goal is to decide whether W contains a perfect
matching, namely, a subset W 1 Ď W such that |W 1| “ |X| and ŤwPW 1 w “ XŤY ŤZ? The trivial
cases where
Ť
wPW w ‰ X
Ť
Y
Ť
Z will not be considered.
We first show that LoMuF is NP-hard, which is more or less a surprise, compared with Lemma 1.
Theorem 4. Given supply vectors ~s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~sk on a capacitated graph G, it is NP-complete to decide
whether λpG;~s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~skq ě 1.
Proof. Choose a target vi for supply vectors ~si, for any 1 ď i ď k. Due to Lemma 1, we can use
v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk as a certificate to check whether λpG;~s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~skq ě 1. This means that the decision problem
lies in NP.
To prove NP-completeness, it suffices to establish a reduction from 3-DM.
Given a 3-DM instance pX,Y, Z,W q with |X| “ k and |W | “ l, we construct an capacitated
graph G “ pV,E,~cq as illustrated in Figure 2. Specifically, G consists of three subgraphs HX , HY , HZ
connected via W . HX is a complete bipartite graph of vertex sets X and TX “ ttX , t1Xu, and any x P X
is adjacent to w P W if and only if x P w, likewise for HY , HZ . All the edges are oriented upward in
Figure 2.
As to the capacity, let E1 be the set of red edges, namely, those incident to t1X , t1Y or t1Z . For any
e “ xv, ty P E1 with v P XŤY ŤZ, let We “ tw PW : v P wu. Then for any e P E,
~cpeq “
#
|We| ´ 1 if e “ E1
1 otherwise
.
We define l supply vectors ~d1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ~dk, ~dk`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ~dl such that for any v P V ,
~d1pvq “
#
´1 if v P ttX , tY , tZu
0 otherwise
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~dk`1pvq “
#
´1 if v P tt1X , t1Y , t1Zu
0 otherwise
The rest of the proof is devoted to showing thatW has a perfect matching if and only if the LoMuF in-
stance satisfies λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dlq ě 1, which will lead to NP-completeness of our decision problem. The
proof consists of two parts.
Part 1: a perfect matching in W implies λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dlq ě 1.
Without loss of generality, suppose tw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wku Ă W is a perfect matching. For any 1 ď i ď k,
define flow ~fi such that for any edge e P E,
~fipeq “
#
1 if e is incident to wi, or e “ xt, uy with t P ttX , tY , tZu and u P wi
0 otherwise
.
For any k ` 1 ď j ď l, define flow ~fj such that for any edge e P E,
~fjpeq “
#
1 if e is incident to wj , or e “ xt, uy with t P tt1X , t1Y , t1Zu and u P wj
0 otherwise
.
It is straightforward to check that the multi-commodity flow ~f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~fl is valid and satisfies the
demand vectors ~d1 ˝ w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dl ˝ wl. Hence, λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dlq ě 1.
Part 2: λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dlq ě 1 implies a perfect matching in W .
Suppose the optimum targets are v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vl, and the multi-commodity flow ~f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~fl is valid and
satisfies ~d1 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dl ˝ vl. Part 2 immediately follows from the two facts:
1. Fact 1: vi PW for any 1 ď i ď l.
Consider the congestion of any ~fi onCutpW q “ CutpV pHXqqŤCutpV pHY qqŤCutpV pHZqq.
Let’s proceed case by case.
• vi P W . Applying Lemma 3 to ~fi, ~di ˝ vi, we see that the congestion of ~fi on CutpW q is at
least 3.
• vi R W . Without loss of generality, assume vi P V pHXq. Applying Lemma 3 to ~fi, ~di ˝ vi,
we see that the congestion of ~fi on CutpV pHXqq is at least 2, and those on CutpV pHY qq
and CutpV pHZqq are both at least 1. Hence, the congestion of ~fi on CutpW q is at least 4.
Since the total capacity of CutpW q is 3l which upper-bounds the total congestion, we get Fact 1.
2. Fact 2: the sets v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk are pairwise disjoint.
For contradiction, suppose without loss of generality that v1 “ w1, v2 “ w2, x1 P w1Şw2.
Applying Lemma 3 to multi-commodity flow ~fi, 1 ď i ď l and command vectors ~di˝vi, 1 ď i ď l,
we have
ř
ePCutpW q ~fipeq “ 3l. This implies that ~fipeq “ 1 for any e P CutpW q. Namely, each
edge in CutpW q is full of upward flow. Likewise, each edge in CutpTXq is also full of upward
flow. Let e “ xtX , x1y. Then we have f1pe1q “ f2pe1q “ 0 for any edge e1 ‰ e in HX , since
flow along such an edge can’t reach w1 or w2. This, together with the precondition that ~f1 satisfies
~d1 ˝ v1, implies ~f1peq “ 1. Likewise, ~f2peq “ 1. A contradiction is reached since ~cpeq “ 1.
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3.2 LoMuF on Trees
Theorem 4 indicates that LoMuF is hard to solve on general graphs, but does not exclude the possibility
of an efficient algorithm solving LoMuF for some important special case. Indeed, LoMuF on trees allows
a fast algorithm, as presented in Algorithm 1. Actually, networks with tree structure is the also the center
of related literature [30, 36, 5, 24, 25, 13, 2].
Without loss of generality, trees will be arbitrarily rooted, so the concepts of ancestors, descendants,
and subtrees are well defined as usual. Given vertices u, v of a tree, we write u ă v if u is a descendant
of v, and u ĺ v if u ă v or u “ v.
Let’s begin with a polynomial-time algorithm, which turns out to exactly solve LoMuF on trees.
Algorithm 1 The algorithm for LoMuF on trees.
Input: a capacitated tree G “ pV,E,~cq, supply vectors ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk
Output: vi P V, 1 ď i ď k
1: for each 1 ď i ď k do
2: Let vi be the lowest common ancestor of the sources of ~di
3: while there is a child u of vi such that
ř
vłu |~dipvq| ă
ř
vĺu |~dipvq| do
4: Let vi be u
5: Output(v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk)
Theorem 5. The output of Algorithm 1 is an optimum solution to LoMuF on trees.
Proof. Given a capacitated tree G “ pV,E,~cq and supply vectors ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk P RV´, let v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk be
the output of Algorithm 1. Orient any edge of G upward, i.e., from a vertex to its parent. The theorem is
proven in two steps.
Step 1: Arbitrarily fix 1 ď i ď k. We claim that for any w P V , any λ ą 0, and any flow ~f satisfying
λ~di ˝ w, there is a flow ~f 1 À ~f which satisfies λ~di ˝ vi.
The claim is proved by induction on the hop distance (i.e., the number of edges) between vi and w,
denoted by distpvi, wq.
Basis: The claim trivially holds when distpvi, wq “ 0.
Hypothesis: The claim holds when distpvi, wq ă δ.
Induction: distpvi, wq “ δ ą 0. Let x be the lowest common ancestor of the sources of ~di. We
proceed case by case.
Case 1: vi ă w.
If x ă w, set flow ~f 1 such that for any edge e P E,
~f 1peq “
#
~fpeq if e lies in the subtree rooted at x
0 otherwise
.
One can easily check that ~f 1 À ~f and ~f 1 satisfies λ~di ˝ x. Let w1 “ x.
If w ĺ x, it must happen that vi “ w at the beginning of some “while loop” of Algorithm 1 when
handling ~di. That loop must assign u to vi, where u is the child of w satisfying the condition in Line 3.
Note that u lies on the path between w and the final vi. Set flow ~f 1 such that for any edge e P E,
~f 1peq “
#
λ
ř
vłu
~dipvq if e “ xu,wy
~fpeq otherwise .
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By Lemma 3, we see that ~fpxu,wyq “ λřvĺu |~dipvq|. Then the condition in Line 3 implies ~f 1 À ~f .
Furthermore, one can check that ~f 1 satisfies λ~di ˝ u. Let w1 “ u.
Case 2: w ă vi. Let y be the child of vi such that w ĺ y. Let Ew,vi be the edges on the path between
w and vi. Define flow ~f 1 such that for any edge e P E,
~f 1peq “
#
λ
ř
vĺu |~dipvq| if e “ xu, u1y P Ew,vi with u ă u1
~fpeq otherwise .
Since Algorithm 1 outputs vi rather than y for ~di, it must hold thatÿ
vły
|~dipvq| ě
ÿ
vĺy
|~dipvq|. (1)
For any edge e “ xu, u1y P Ew,vi with u ă u1, we have
|~fpeq| “ λřvłu |~dipvq| by Lemma 3
ě λřvły |~dipvq| by u ĺ y
ě λřvĺy |~dipvq| by Inequality (1)
ě λřvĺu |~dipvq| by u ĺ y
“ |~f 1peq|.
Hence, ~f 1 À ~f . One can also check that ~f 1 satisfies λ~di ˝ vi. Let w1 “ vi.
Case 3: neither w ĺ vi nor vi ĺ w. Let y be the lowest common ancestor of w and vi. We have
either x ă y or y ă x.
If x ă y, define flow ~f 1 such that for any edge e P E,
~f 1peq “
#
~fpeq if e lies in the subtree rooted at x
0 otherwise
.
Then ~f 1 À ~f and ~f 1 satisfies λ~di ˝ vi. Let w1 “ x.
If y ă x, y lies on the path between vi and x. Hence, it must happen that vi “ y at the beginning
of some “while loop” of Algorithm 1 when handling ~di. Then that loop does not choose the subtree of y
containing w. Follow the argument of Case 2, there is a flow ~f 1 À ~f which satisfies the demand vector
λ~di ˝ y. Let w1 “ y.
Altogether, we always have a flow ~f 1 À ~f which satisfies the demand vector λ~di ˝ w1. Because
distpvi, w1q ă distpvi, wq “ δ, we apply the induction hypothesis and finish step 1.
Step 2: Let λ˚ “ λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq. Choose w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wk P V such that there is a valid multi-
commodity flow ~f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~fk satisfying λ˚~d1 ˝ w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ˚~dk ˝ wk. For any 1 ď i ď k, apply the claim
in step 1 to wi and ~fi, resulting in a flow ~f 1i À ~fi which satisfies λ˚~di ˝ vi. Therefore, we get a valid
multi-commodity flow ~f 11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~f 1k satisfying λ˚~d1 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ˚~dk ˝ vk. This means that the output of
Algorithm 1 is an optimum solution to LoMuF.
3.3 Approximation Algorithm on General Graphs
Theorem 5 suggests that LoMuF is not extremely intractable, at least in a special case. Fortunately, the
tractability can be extended to more general graphs, in the sense of approximation. Let’s begin with a
lemma, which shows the important role of master sources (defined below) in approximating LoMuF.
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Arbitrarily fix a supply vector ~d on a capacitated graph G “ pV,E,~cq. Arbitrarily choose θ ě |S| ą
1, where S is the set of sources of ~d. Let w be a master source of ~d, namely w “ argmaxvPV |~dpvq|.
Lemma 6. For any u P V and flow ~f satisfying ~d ˝ u, there is a flow ~f 1 À ~f which satisfies 1θ´1 ~d ˝ w.
Proof. We proceed case by case.
Case 1: u R S. For any s P S, define demand vector ~ds such that for any v P V ,
~dspvq “
$’&’%
~dpsq if v “ s
´~dpsq if v “ u
0 otherwise
.
By Lemma 2, ~f has a decomposition t~fs : s P Su satisfying t~ds : s P Su.
Now for any s P Sztwu, define flow ~f 1s such that for any e P E,
~f 1speq “ 1θ ´ 1
˜
~fspeq ´ ~fwpeq
~dpsq
~dpwq
¸
,
and demand vector ~d1s such that for any v P V ,
~d1spvq “
$’&’%
~dpsq if v “ s
´~dpsq if v “ w
0 otherwise
.
Our task is reduced to establishing three claims.
Claim 1: for any s P Sztwu, ~f 1s satisfies 1θ´1 ~d1s.
It suffices to show φpv, ~f 1sq “ 1θ´1 ~d1spvq for any v P V , where φpx,~gq “
ř
ePE´pxq ~gpeq´
ř
ePE`pxq ~gpeq,
which is the net incoming of flow ~g at vertex x. Obviously, φpx,~gq is linear in ~g.
Arbitrarily fix v P V . By definition of ~f 1s,
φpv, ~f 1sq “ 1θ´1φ
´
v, ~fs ´ ~fw ~dpsq~dpwq
¯
“ 1θ´1
´
φpv, ~fsq ´ ~dpsq~dpwqφpv, ~fwq
¯
“ 1θ´1
´
~dspvq ´ ~dpsq~dpwq ~dwpvq
¯
psince ~fs, ~fw satisfy ~ds, ~dwq
“ 1θ´1 ~d1spvq pby definition of ~ds, ~dw, ~d1sq
Claim 2: ~f 1 “ řsPSztwu ~f 1s satisfies 1θ´1 ~d ˝ w. It immediately follows from Claim 1.
Claim 3: ~f 1 À ~f .
It holds because for any e P E,
|~f 1peq| “ |řsPSztwu ~f 1speq|
ď řsPSztwu |~f 1speq|
“ řsPSztwu 1θ´1 ˇˇˇ~fspeq ´ ~fwpeq ~dpsq~dpwq ˇˇˇ
ď řsPSztwu |~fspeq|θ´1 ` |~fwpeq|θ´1 řsPSztwu ~dpsq~dpwq
ď řsPSztwu |~fspeq| ` |~fwpeq|
“ |~fpeq|
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The proof of Case 1 finishes.
Case 2: u “ w P S. The lemma trivially holds.
Case 3: u P Sztwu.
The proof of Case 1 almost works, except that ~du is not well-defined and the decomposition of ~f
does not include ~fu. As a result, we still apply the proof of Case 1, after defining ~fu P RE and ~du P RV
to be all-zero vectors.
Remark 1. Lemma 6 remains true if θ is replaced by η ě
ř
vPV ~dpvq
~dpwq .
Algorithm 2 is a simple algorithm for LoMuF with guaranteed approximation ratio.
Algorithm 2 An approximation algorithm for LoMuF.
Input: a capacitated graph G “ pV,E,~cq, supply vectors ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk
Output: wi P V, 1 ď i ď k
1: for each 1 ď i ď k do
2: Output wi “ argmaxvPV |~dipvq| as the target of ~di
Theorem 7. Algorithm 2 is maxtθ ´ 1, 1u-approximate, where θ “ max1ďiďk |tv P V : ~dipvq ă 0u|.
Proof. Arbitrarily fix a capacitated graph G “ pV,E,~cq and supply vectors ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk P RV´ as input to
Algorithm 2. Let w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wk be the output. If θ “ 1, each wi the unique source of ~di, which is trivially
optimum. Hence, we assume θ ą 1 and show that establish approximation ratio θ ´ 1.
Let λ˚ “ λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq. Suppose u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , uk P V is an optimum solution to LoMuF. This means
that there is a multi-commodity flow t~f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~fku satisfying tλ˚~d1 ˝ u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ˚~dk ˝ uku.
For any 1 ď i ď k, apply Lemma 6 with w “ wi, u “ ui, ~f “ ~fi, ~d “ λ˚~di, getting a flow ~f 1i À ~fi
which satisfies λ
˚
θ´1 ~di ˝ wi. As a result, we find a valid multi-commodity flow t~f 11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~f 1ku satisfying
t λ˚θ´1 ~d1 ˝ w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ
˚
θ´1 ~di ˝ wiu, so λpG; ~d1 ˝ w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk ˝ wkq ě λ
˚
θ´1 . The proof ends.
Remark 2. By applying Remark 1 rather than Lemma 6, Theorem 7 remains true if θ is replaced by
η “ max1ďiďk
ř
vPV ~dipvq
~dipwiq which is not bigger than θ. Hereunder, this η will be called concentration of
the supply vectors. It intuitively indicates how much demands are concentrated on sources.
Note that in Remark 2, η ď 1 if the wi-entry dominates ~di for any 1 ď i ď k, namely |~dipwiq| ěř
v‰wi |~dipvq|. A special such case is when every supply vector has no more than 2 sources. Then by
Remark 2, we immediately have the following corollary.
Corollary 8. When every supply vector has a dominant entry, Algorithm 2 exactly solves LoMuF.
4 Hardness and Algorithms of Di-LoMuF
In this section, we adapt LoMuF to networks modeled as directed graphs. Such networks have also been
studied in the network flow community and frequently appear in nowadays practice. For example, only
down-streaming traffics are allowed by many data servers.
We adopt the notation and concepts in Section 2 in case of no ambiguity, with three exceptions:
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Figure 3: The gadget for reducing LoMuF to Di-LoMuF.
• Every edge has an inherent direction and is called an arc. An arc from vertex u to vertex v is
denoted by pu, vq. We usually use G “ pV,A,~cq to represent a capacitated directed G with vertex
set V , arc set A, and capacity vector ~c P RA`. Accordingly, A´pvq (A`pvq, respectively) stands for
the set of incoming (outgoing, respectively) arcs at vertex v. Likewise, define A´pUq and A`pUq
for vertex subset U Ď V .
• Any arc only allows a flow in the inherent direction, so we can naturally specify a network flow
using a non-negative vector ~f P RA`.
• We continue to study the problem of target location for maximizing concurrent multi-commodity
flow, but in the context of directed graphs. The problem will be called Di-LoMuF to highlight the
directed model.
Note that Lemmas 1-3 still hold in the context of the directed graph model.
The following theorem indicates the strong relation between LoMuF and Di-LoMuF.
Theorem 9. LoMuF is reducible to Di-LoMuF.
Proof. Arbitrarily fix an capacitated graph G “ pV,E,~cq and supply vectors ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk P RV . We will
construct a capacitated direct graph G1 “ pV 1, A,~c1q and supply vectors ~d11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d1k P RV 1 , and prove
that the construction preserves the quality of solutions.
Step 1: Construct G1 and the supply vectors.
The directed graph G1 is obtained by replacing any edge of G with the diamond gadget as illustrated
in Figure 3. Specifically, V 1 “ V Ťtse, te : e P Eu, A “ tpu, seq, pv, seq, pse, teq, pte, uq, pte, vq : e “
xu, vy P Eu, and for any arc a in the diamond corresponding to edge e, ~c1paq “ ~cpeq. For any 1 ď i ď k,
define ~d1i such that for any v P V 1,
~d1ipvq “
#
~dipvq if v P V
0 otherwise
.
Step 2: Prove that for any v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk P V , λpG; ~d1 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk ˝ vkq ď λpG1; ~d11 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d1k ˝ vkq.
Consider any λ and any valid multi-commodity flow t~f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~fku satisfying tλ~d1˝v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ~dk˝vku.
For any 1 ď i ď k, define flow ~f 1i as follows: for any e “ xu, vy P E, if ~fipeq is from u to v, set
~f 1ipu, seq “ ~f 1ipse, teq “ ~f 1ipte, vq “ |~fipeq|, otherwise set ~f 1ipv, seq “ ~f 1ipse, teq “ ~f 1ipte, uq “ |~fipeq|;
~f 1ipaq “ 0 for any other arc a. It is straightforward to check that the multi-commodity flow t~f 11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~f 1ku
is valid and satisfies tλ~d11 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ~d1k ˝ vku
Step 3: Prove that for any v11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , v1k P V 1, there are v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk P V such that λpG1; ~d11˝v11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d1k ˝
v1kq ď λpG; ~d1 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk ˝ vkq.
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Consider any λ and any valid multi-commodity flow t~f 11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~f 1ku satisfying tλ~d11˝v11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ~d1k˝v1ku.
For any 1 ď i ď k, define flow ~fi as follows. For any e “ xu, vy P E oriented from u to v, we deal case
by case:
• When v1i R tse, teu, set ~fipeq “ ~f 1ipu, seq ´ ~f 1ipv, seq.
• When v1i P tse, teu, set ~fipeq “ ~f 1ipu, seq if ~f 1ipu, seq ă ~f 1ipv, seq, otherwise ~fipeq “ ´~f 1ipv, seq.
Now for any 1 ď i ď k, we find a proper vi P V . This is also done case by case:
• When v1i P V , let vi “ v1i.
• When v1i P tse, teu for e “ xu, vy, let vi “ u if ~f 1ipu, seq ą ~f 1ipv, seq, otherwise vi “ v.
Again, it is easy to check that the multi-commodity flow t~f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~fku is valid and satisfies tλ~d1 ˝
v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ~dk ˝ vku.
Remark 3. Theorem 9 implies that Di-LoMuF is at least as hard as LoMuF. Together with Theorem 4,
Di-LoMuF is also NP-hard. More importantly, the reduction in the above proof preserves approximation
ratio: any α-approximation algorithm of Di-LoMuF, combined with the reduction, also α-approximately
solves LoMuF.
We further show that Di-LoMuF has no PTAS.
Theorem 10. Unless P=NP, Di-LoMuF cannot be efficiently approximated with a ratio smaller than 2.
Proof. We establish a reduction from 3-DM to Di-LoMuF and show that the solutions to Di-LoMuF has
a big gap indicating whether or not a perfect matching exists.
Arbitrarily fix an instance pX,Y, Z,W q of 3-DM. We construct an capacitated directed graph G “
pV,A,~cq and k “ |X| supply vectors ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk. Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 4, G is adapted
from the undirected graph in Figure 2, up to two modifications:
• The red parts, namely, vertices t1X , t1Y , t1Z and their incident edges, are removed.
• All the arcs are directed upward, as indicated by the arrows.
All the arcs has capacity 1. Define supply vectors ~d1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ~dk such that for any v P V ,
~d1pvq “
#
´1 if v P ttX , tY , tZu
0 otherwise
.
Our theorem immediately holds if we have the following two facts:
Fact 1: If W contains a perfect matching, λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq ě 1.
To prove this fact, suppose without loss of generality that tw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wku is a perfect matching in W .
For any 1 ď i ď k, assume wi “ tx, y, zu with x P X, y P Y, z P Z, and define a flow ~fi such that for
any arc a P A,
~fipaq “
#
1 if a P tptX , xq, px,wiq, ptY , yq, py, wiq, ptZ , zq, pz, wiqu
0 otherwise
.
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Figure 4: The directed graph to which the 3-DM is reduced.
It is straightforward to check that the multi-commodity flow t~fi : 1 ď i ď ku is valid and satisfies
t~di ˝ wi : 1 ď i ď ku. Hence, λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq ě 1.
Fact 2: If W contains no perfect matching, λ˚ “ λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq ď 12 .
Let v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk P V be such that λpG; ~d1 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk ˝ vkq “ λ˚. One immediately sees that vi PW
for any 1 ď i ď k, unless λ˚ “ 0. Without loss of generality, assume that vi “ wi for any 1 ď i ď k.
Let t~fi : 1 ď i ď ku be a valid multi-commodity flow that satisfies tλ˚~di ˝ wi : 1 ď i ď ku.
Since twi : 1 ď i ď ku is not a perfect matching, there must be v P XŤY ŤZ such that |ti : 1 ď
i ď k, v P wiu| ě 2. Again without loss of generality, assume that v “ x1 P X and v P w1Şw2. For
any i P t1, 2u, one can observe that ~fiptX , xjq “ 0 for any 2 ď j ď k, because a flow on such an arc can
not reach w1 or w2.
Then by Lemma 3, ~f1paq “ ~f2paq “ λ˚ where a “ ptX , x1q. Considering that 1 “ ~cpaq ě
~f1paq ` ~f2paq, we have λ˚ ď 12 .
To investigate the borderline of the intractability of Di-LoMuF, one might impose restrictions on
instances to make them simple. One dimension of simplification is to upper bound the source number
of the supply vectors. When every supply vector has only one source, the sources altogether form a
trivial optimum solution to Di-LoMuF. Hence it is reasonable to focus on bi-source supply vectors,
namely those each having at most two sources. Another dimension of simplification is to focus on simple
graphs, so directed trees (called di-trees) are natural candidates. A di-tree is a directed graph which, after
removing the directions of the arcs and neglecting multi-edges, becomes an undirected tree. A di-path
can be defined likewise. To make our result as strong as possible, we further require that the di-trees are
symmetric. A capacitated directed graph is called symmetric, if (1) all arcs have equal capacity, and (2)
once having an arc pu, vq, it also has the twin arc pv, uq. We will show that Di-LoMuF remains hard even
on these nearly trivial instances.
Before continuing, recall the 3-partition problem, which is well-known to be strongly NP-hard [8,
page 99]. An instance of the 3-partition problem is a multi-set S of positive integers with |S| “ 3m
for some integer m. The objective is to decide whether S has an equi-partition, namely a partition
S1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Sm of S such that řsPSi s “ řsPSj s for any 1 ď i, j ď m.
Theorem 11. Di-LoMuF is NP-hard on symmetric di-paths and bi-source supply vectors
Proof. We prove the theorem via a reduction from 3-partition problems to Di-LoMuF. For this end, given
an instance S “ ts1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s3mu of 3-partition problem, we set about to construct a symmetric di-path
and p5m´ 2q bi-source supply vectors.
Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 5, the di-path G “ pV,A,~cq consists of m vertices v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vm
and arcs ai “ pvi, vi`1q and a1i`1 “ pvi`1, viq for any 1 ď i ă m. Each arc has capacity mB, where
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Figure 5: The symmetric di-path for reducing 3-partition problem.
B “
ř
sPS s
m . For any 1 ď i ď 3m and 1 ď j ă m, define supply vectors ~di, ~d1j , ~d2j such that for any
v P V ,
~dipvq “
#
´si if v P tv1, vmu
0 otherwise
~d1jpvq “
$’&’%
´pmB ` 1q if v “ vj
´pm´ jqB if v “ vj`1
0 otherwise
,
~d2j pvq “
$’&’%
´jB if v “ vj
´pmB ` 1q if v “ vj`1
0 otherwise
.
For notational simplicity, we sometimes use ~d3m`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d5m´2 to stand for ~d11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d1m´1, ~d21, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d2m´1,
respectively.
Our proof will be done in two steps.
Step 1. If S has an equi-partition, then λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d5m´2q ě 1.
Let S1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Sm be an equi-partition of S. For any 1 ď i ď 3m, let 1 ď j ď m satisfy si P Sj , and
we define flow ~fi such that for any a P A,
~fipaq “
#
si if a P tak : 1 ď k ă juŤta1k : j ă k ď mu
0 otherwise
.
One can check that ~fi satisfies demand vector ~di ˝ vj .
For any 1 ď i ď m´ 1, define flows ~f 1i , ~f2i such that for any a P A,
~f 1ipaq “
#
pm´ iqB if a “ a1i`1
0 otherwise
,
~f2i paq “
#
iB if a “ ai
0 otherwise
.
Obviously, ~f 1i satisfies ~d1i ˝ vi, and ~f2i satisfies ~d2i ˝ vi`1.
It is straightforward to check that all these flows form a valid multi-commodity flow. Altogether, we
have λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d5m´2q ě 1.
Step 2. If λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d5m´2q ě 1, S has an equi-partition.
Suppose ui, u1j , u2j P V, 1 ď i ď 3m, 1 ď j ď m´ 1, are such that there is a valid multi-commodity
flow ~fi, ~f 1j , ~f2j , 1 ď i ď 3m, 1 ď j ď m´ 1, satisfying demand vectors ~di ˝ ui, ~d1j ˝ u1j , ~d2j ˝ u2j , 1 ď i ď
3m, 1 ď j ď m´ 1.
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For any 1 ď i ď m, let Vi “ tv1 ¨ ¨ ¨ , viu. We proceed in two substeps.
Step 2.1. For any 1 ď i ă m, u1i “ vi and u2i “ vi`1.
Arbitrary fix 1 ď i ă m. For contradiction, assume that u1i R Vi. Applying Lemma 3 to ~f 1i , ~d1i ˝u1i, Vi,
one get ~f 1ipaiq ě mB ` 1, contradictory to the fact that ~cpaiq “ mB. Hence, u1i P Vi. Likewise, one can
further show that u1i R Vi´1. As a result, u1i “ vi.
In a similar way, we also have u2i “ vi`1.
Step 2.2. S has an equi-partition.
Arbitrarily fix 1 ď i ă m. Applying Lemma 3 to ~f 1i , ~d1i ˝ u1i, Vi and to ~f2i , ~d2i ˝ u2i , Vi respectively,
one gets
~f 1ipa1i`1q ě pm´ iqB, ~f2i paiq ě iB. (2)
Let Ji “ tj : 1 ď j ď 3m,uj P Viu. For any j P Ji, apply Lemma 3 to ~fj , ~dj ˝ uj , Vi, and we have
~fjpa1i`1q ě sj . (3)
Likewise, for any j R Ji, applying Lemma 3 to ~fj , ~dj ˝ uj , Vi results in
~fjpaiq ě sj . (4)
Then,
2mB “ ř1ďjď3m sj ` iB ` pm´ iqB
“ řjPJi sj `řjRJi sj ` iB ` pm´ iqB
ď řjPJi ~fjpa1i`1q `řjRJi ~fjpaiq
`~f2i paiq ` ~f 1ipa1i`1q by (2)-(4)
ď ~cpaiq ` ~cpa1i`1q “ 2mB by capacity constraints
(5)
As a result, all the inequalities in (2)-(5) are actually equalities. Hence,ÿ
jPJi
sj “
ÿ
jPJi
~fjpa1i`1q “ mB ´ ~f 1ipa1i`1q “ iB.
Let J0 “ H and Jm “ tj : 1 ď j ď 3mu. For any 1 ď i ď m, define Si “ tsj : j P JizJi´1u,
which satisfies
ř
sPSi s “
ř
jPJizJi´1 sj “
ř
jPJi sj ´
ř
jPJi´1 sj “ B. This means that S1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Sm is
an equi-partition of S.
Remark 4. Recall Corollary 8 which implies the tractability of LoMuF on bi-source supply vectors. It
is in sharp contrast to the intractability of Di-LoMuF in this situation. Furthermore, Theorem 5 claims
that LoMuF is polynomial-time solvable when the input graph is a tree, but Di-LoMuF remains NP-hard
even on symmetric di-paths. These serves as an evidence that LoMuF is generally harder than LoMuF.
We have seen the hardness of Di-LoMuF even in the nearly-trivial cases. Fortunately, the next theo-
rem will relieve us from frustration, because it indicates the possibility to approximately solve Di-LoMuF.
A new definition is needed.
Given a capacitated directed graphG “ pV,A,~cq, for any u, v P V , letAtu,vu “ tpu, vq, pv, uqu
Ş
A.
Define the induced graph of G to be the capacitated undirected graph G1 “ pV,E,~c1q, where E “
txu, vy : u, v P V,Atu,vu ‰ Hu, and for any e “ xu, vy P E, ~c1peq “
ř
aPAtu,vu ~cpaq. Intuitively, G1 is
obtained from G by neglecting the direction of the arcs and merging the capacities of twin arcs if any.
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Theorem 12. Di-LoMuF has a polynomial-time 2-approximation algorithm on symmetric di-trees.
Proof. Arbitrarily fix a symmetric di-tree G “ pV,A,~cq and supply vectors ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk P RV´. Let
G1 “ pV,E,~c1q be the induced graph of G and arbitrarily orient the edges. Suppose v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk be the
output of Algorithm 1 when the input is pG1; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq. We set about to prove that v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk is a
2-approximate solution to Di-LoMuF on the instance pG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq.
Let λ˚ “ λpG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq and λ1˚ “ λpG1; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq. Our task is reduced to proving two claims.
Claim 1. λpG; ~d1 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk ˝ vkq ě λ1˚2 .
Let ~f 11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~f 1k P RE be a valid multi-commodity flow satisfying λ1˚~d1 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ1˚~dk ˝ vk, where
λ1˚ “ λpG1; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq.
For any 1 ď i ď k, define flow ~fi P RA` such that for any arc pu, vq P A,
~fipu, vq “
$’&’%
|~f 1ipeq|
2
if either the orientation of e “ xu, vy is from u to v and ~f 1ipeq ą 0
or the orientation is from v to u and ~f 1ipeq ă 0
0 otherwise
.
It is straightforward to check that ~f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~fk is a valid multi-commodity flow on G that satisfies λ1˚2 ~d1 ˝
v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ1˚2 ~dk ˝ vk. Hence, Claim 1 holds.
Claim 2. λ1˚ ě λ˚.
Let u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , uk P V be such that there is a valid multi-commodity flow ~f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~fk P RA` on G which
satisfies λ˚~d1 ˝ u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ˚~dk ˝ uk. For any 1 ď i ď k, define flow ~f 1iRE on G1 as follows: for any edge
e “ xu, vy P E, if it is oriented from u to v in G1, set ~f 1ipeq “ ~fipu, vq ´ ~fipv, uq. Roughly speaking,
each ~f 1i is obtained from ~fi by merging traffics on twin arcs.
Again, it is easy to check that ~f 11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~f 1k is a valid multi-commodity flow on G1 that satisfies λ˚~d1 ˝
u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ˚~dk ˝ uk. This immediately leads to Claim 2.
Combining Claims 1 and 2, we have λpG; ~d1 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk ˝ vkq ě λ˚2 , which means that v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vk
is a 2-approximate solution to Di-LoMuF on the instance pG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq.
Theorem 12 can be extended to general symmetric directed graphs. Recall the concept concentration
defined in Remark 2.
Corollary 13. Di-LoMuF has a polynomial-time 2¨maxtη´1, 1u-approximation algorithm on symmetric
directed graphs, where η the concentration of the supply vectors.
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 12. The only difference is that Algorithm 2 rather than Algorithm
1 is invoked. This modification is necessary, since Algorithm 1 is unfit for general undirected graphs.
The detailed proof is omitted.
5 Other Variants of LoMuF
We continue to handle other variants of LoMuF, which are defined by extending LoMuF in three dimen-
sions:
1. Different network models. In Section 4, we have thoroughly studied directed and undirected
graphs. This section will consider the unsplittable flow model, which means that any flow from
a source to a target is along one path. Such a flow model has been actively studied in the literature
[17].
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2. Different solution constraints. We restrict the targets to be chosen from a candidate set, rather than
from the entire vertex set. This properly models the practical situation where applications can be
deployed to prescribed servers. Such a restricted version of LoMuF is called restricted-LoMuF.
3. Different optimization goals. The network flow community typically serves three optimization
goals: concurrent flow value which proportionately maximizes the flows, total flow value which
maximizes the summation of all flows, and feasibility which maximize the number of feasible
flows. Since concurrent flow value has been elaborated on in the previous sections, this section
will investigate the latter two.
Now we begin to present some results of the variants.
Unsplittable flow: A flow is unsplittable if it can be decomposed into flow paths each of which
corresponds to the flow from one source to the target and the correspondence is one-to-one. By a flow
path, we mean a flow which has non-zero congestion only along a path, and we say that a flow path
passes an edge if the flow has non-zero congestion on the edge.
Since on trees there is a unique path connecting any two vertices, flows on trees are intrinsically
unsplittable. Consequently, by Theorem 5, even under the unsplittable flow model, LoMuF on trees is
polynomial-time solvable. Actually, all the results in the previous sections remain true under the unsplit-
table flow model, since all the flows in the proofs are unsplittable. Moreover, stronger results can be
obtained. See the following theorem as an example.
Theorem 14. Under the unsplittable flow model, LoMuF is NP-hard and cannot be approximated within
ratio 2 in polynomial time.
Proof. Roughly speaking, we reduce 3-DM to LoMuF, and show that the solutions to LoMuF has a big
gap of unsplittable flows indicating whether or not a perfect matching exists.
Basically, we follow the proof of Theorem 4. Given an instance pX,Y, Z,W q of 3-DM with |X| “ k
and |W | “ l, let G “ pV,E,~cq be the capacitated undirected graph as constructed in the proof of
Theorem 4 (illustrated in Figure 2). We also adopt supply vectors ~di, 1 ď i ď l as in the proof of
Theorem 4. For ease of reading, the vectors are redefined here. For any 1 ď i ď k, k` 1 ď j ď l, v P V ,
~dipvq “
#
´1 if v P ttX , tY , tZu
0 otherwise
~djpvq “
#
´1 if v P tt1X , t1Y , t1Zu
0 otherwise
The rest of the proof consists of two parts.
Part 1: a perfect matching in W implies λuf pG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq ě 1, where the subscript uf indicates
that the objective value is under the unsplittable flow model.
The proof is identical to the counterpart of the proof of Theorem 4, so omitted here.
Part 2: If W contains no perfect matching, λ˚ “ λuf pG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dkq ď 12 .
Suppose the optimum targets are v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vl, and the multi-commodity flow ~f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~fl is valid and
satisfies ~d1 ˝v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dl ˝vl. Under the unsplittable flow model, for any 1 ď i ď l, ~fi “ ~fi,X` ~fi,Y ` ~fi,Z
where ~fi,X , called a summand path of ~fi, is a flow path from tX (or t1X when l ą k) to vi, and likewise
for ~fi,Y , ~fi,Z .
Let EW be the set of edges incident to vertices in W . For 1 ď i ď l, it is easy to observe two facts:
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Fact 1 : If vi PW , each summand path of ~fi has non-zero congestion on at least one edge in EW .
Fact 2 : If vi RW , there are two summand paths of ~fi each having non-zero congestions on at least two
edges in EW .
Now we proceed case by case.
Case 1: vi RW for some 1 ď i ď l. By Facts 1 and 2, considering that there are 3l edges in EW and
3l summand paths of all the flows, there must be an edge e P EW shared by at least two flow paths. Since
a flow path has congestion λ˚ on any edge along it and each edge has capacity 1, we see that λ˚ ď 12 .
Case 2: vi “ vj PW for some 1 ď i ‰ j ď l. ~fi and ~fj altogetger have six summand paths, each of
which arrives vi. However, vi has only three incident edges, so at least two of the summand paths share
an incident edge of vi. Again, since a flow path has congestion λ˚ on any edge along it and each edge
has capacity 1, we have λ˚ ď 12 .
Case 3: vi’s lie in W and are pairwise different. Assume without loss of generality that vi “ wi,
for any 1 ď i ď l. Because W contains no perfect matching, there exist 1 ď i, j ď k such that
wi
Ş
wj ‰ H. Again without loss of generality, assume x P XŞwiŞwj .
If ~fi,X does not pass the edge xtX , xy, it must pass more than one edge in EW before reaching wi.
Following the argument of Case 1, we see that λ˚ ď 12 . Likewise, we have λ˚ ď 12 if ~fj,X does not pass
the edge xtX , xy.
What’s remaining is when both ~fi,X and ~fj,X pass the edge xtX , xy. One gets λ˚ ď 12 due to the
capacity constraint on this edge.
Then we show that restricting targets (i.e., targets can be chosen only in a candidate set of vertices)
substantially affects the hardness of target location problems. Since the unrestricted version is a special
case of the restricted one, all the hardness results (including the lower bounds of the approximation
ratios) remain valid. In fact, restricting targets may make the problems harder, which is confirmed below.
Recall Theorem 5 which claims that LoMuF on trees is polynomial-time solvable. Nevertheless, with
restricted targets, LoMuF on trees even has no PTAS.
Before going on, let’s recall a property of 3-DM. Let pX,Y, Z,W q be an instance of 3-DM. For any
u P XŤY ŤZ, define its covering set to be ξpuq “ tw P W : u P wu. It is known that pX,Y, Z,W q
remains NP-complete even on 3-covered instances, namely, maxuPXŤY ŤZ |ξpuq| ď 3 [8, page 221].
Theorem 15. LoMuF with restricted targets is NP-hard on trees and cannot be approximated within
ratio 76 in polynomial-time.
Proof. We prove the theorem by reducing 3-DM to LoMuF.
Arbitrarily fix a 3-covered instance pX,Y, Z,W q of 3-DM. Let k “ |X| and l “ |W | with W “
tw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wlu. We will construct an instance of LoMuF with restricted targets, including a capacitated
undirected graph G “ pV,E,~cq, l ` 2k supply vectors, and a candidate set of vertices in which the
targets of the supply vectors can be located.
Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 6, G is a tree consisting of a root r and the set W of leaves, and
the capacity of each edge is 6. All the edges are oriented from leaves to the root.
Let U “ XŤY ŤZ. For any u P U , define a supply vector ~du such that for any v P V ,
~dupvq “
$’&’%
´1 if u P v PW
|ξpuq| ´ 3 if v “ r
0 otherwise
.
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Figure 6: The tree for reducing 3-DM.
For any 1 ď i ď l ´ k, define a supply vector ~di such that for any v P V ,
~dipvq “
#
´3 if v “ r
0 otherwise
.
Let the candidate set be W , i.e., we are not allowed to choose the root as targets.
The rest of the proof consists of two parts.
Part 1: If W contains a perfect matching, λW pG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dl`2kq ě 1, where the subscript W indi-
cates that the candidate set for the targets is W .
Without loss of generality, suppose W 1 Ď W is a perfect matching. Let φ : U Ñ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , lu be the
mapping such that u P wφpuq P W 1 for any u P U . For any u P U , define flow ~fu such that for any edge
e “ xr, wy,
~fupeq “
$’&’%
´2 if w “ wφpuq
1 if w P ξpuqztwφpuqu
0 otherwise
.
One can check that ~fu satisfies the demand vector ~du ˝ wφpuq.
Then arbitrarily fix a bijective mapping ψ : t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , l´ku Ñ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , luzφpUq. For any 1 ď i ď l´k,
define flow ~fi such that for any edge e “ xr, wy,
~fipeq “
#
´3 if w “ wψpiq
0 otherwise
.
One can check that ~fi satisfies the demand vector ~di ˝ wψpiq.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that the l ` 2k flows form a valid multi-commodity flow. Hence we
finishes the proof of Part 1.
Part 2: If W contains no perfect matching, λ˚ “ λW pG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dl`2kq ď 67 .
Let vu P W for u P U , vi P W for 1 ď i ď m ´ n be such that there is a valid multi-commodity
flow ~fu for u P U , ~fi for 1 ď i ď m´ n satisfying λ˚~du ˝ vu for u P U , λ˚~di ˝ vi for 1 ď i ď m´ n.
First of all, for any edge e “ xr, wy, we can observe two facts:ÿ
uPU
|~fupeq| ě p3` n` 3n1qλ˚ (6)
where n “ |tu : u P w, vu “ wu| and n1 “ |tu : u R w, vu “ wu|, andÿ
1ďiďl´k
|~fipeq| ě 3mλ˚ (7)
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Figure 7: The star for reducing 3-partition problem.
where m “ |ti : 1 ď i ď l ´ k, vi “ wu|. The detailed proof is omitted since the inequalities are
immediate results of applying Lemma 3 to Cutptwuq.
Then we proceed case by case.
Case 1: vi “ vu for some 1 ď i ď m´ n, u P U .
Let e “ xr, viy. By (6) and (7), the total congestion on edge e satisfiesřuPU |~fupeq|`ř1ďiďl´k |~fipeq| ě
7λ˚. By capacity constraint on e, we have λ˚ ď 67 .
Case 2: vi “ vj for some 1 ď i ‰ j ď l ´ k.
Let e “ xr, viy. By (6) and (7), the total congestion on edge e satisfiesřuPU |~fupeq|`ř1ďiďl´k |~fipeq| ě
9λ˚. By capacity constraint on e, we have λ˚ ď 23 .
Case 3: there exists w PW such that |tu P U : vu “ wu| ě 4.
Let e “ xr, wy. By (6), řuPU |~fupeq|| ě 7λ˚. By capacity constraint on e, we have λ˚ ď 67 .
The rest of the proof will assume that none of the Cases 1-3 happens. Let W 1 “ tw P W : vu “
w for some u P Uu and W 2 “ tw PW : vi “ w for some 1 ď i ‰ j ď l ´ ku. We have
W 1
č
W 2 “ H, |W 2| “ l ´ k, |W 1| ď k. (8)
By the pigeon hole principle, one further sees that for any w PW 1, |tu P U : vu “ wu| “ 3.
Case 4: there exists u P U such that u R vu.
Let e “ xr, vuy. Since |tu1 P U : vu1 “ vuu| “ 3 and u R vu, by (6), řuPU |~fupeq|| ě 8λ˚. By
capacity constraint on e, we have λ˚ ď 34 .
Case 5: None of the above cases happens.
Since u P vu for any u P U , |U | ď |ŤwPW 1 w| which is at most 3k due to (8). Recall that |U | “ 3k,
so |ŤwPW 1 w| “ 3k. As a result, wŞw1 “ H for any w,w1 P W 1, which implies that W 1 is a perfect
matching, contradictory to the assumption that W contains no perfect matching. Therefore, Case 5 never
happens.
To sum up all the cases, λ˚ ď 67 . The proof ends.
The following theorem is also a surprise. In the unrestricted case, if all the supply vectors are uni-
source (i.e., each having a single source), a trivial optimum solution to LoMuF is choosing the sources
themself as targets. However, when targets are restricted to a prescribed sets, LoMuF becomes NP-hard
even on uni-source supply vectors and stars (i.e., trees of depth 1).
Theorem 16. LoMuF with restricted targets is NP-hard on uni-source supply vectors and stars.
Proof. We prove the theorem via a reduction from 3-partition problem to LoMuF. For this end, given an
instance S “ ts1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s3mu of 3-partition problem, we set about to construct an instance of LoMuF with
restricted targets, including a capacitated star, 3m supply vectors, and a candidate set of targets.
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Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 7, the capacitated undirected star G “ pV,E,~cq consists of the
center r and the set U of m leaves u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , um. Orient every edge to point to r. Each edge has capacity
B, where B “
ř
sPS s
m . For any 1 ď i ď 3m, define supply vector ~di P RV´ such that ~diprq “ ´si and
~dipuq “ 0 for any u P U . Appoint U to be the candidate set of targets.
Our proof will be done in two steps.
Step 1. If S has an equi-partition, then λU pG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d3mq ě 1.
Let tS1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Smu be an equi-partition of S. For any 1 ď i ď 3m, let 1 ď j ď m satisfy si P Sj , and
we define flow ~fi such that for any e P E,
~fipeq “
#
´si if e “ xr, ujy
0 otherwise
.
One can check that ~fi satisfies demand vector ~di ˝ uj .
Since tS1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Smu is an equi-partition of S, all these flows form a valid multi-commodity flow.
Hence, we have λU pG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d3mq ě 1.
Step 2. If λU pG; ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d3mq ě 1, S has an equi-partition.
Let v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , v3m P U be such that there is a valid multi-commodity flow t~f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~f3mu satisfying
~d1 ˝ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~d3m ˝ v3m. For any 1 ď j ď m, let Ij “ t1 ď i ď 3m : vi “ uju. Applying Lemma 3, we
have |~fipxr, ujyq| ě si for any i P Ij . Due to the capacity constraint, one gets B ě řiPIj |~fipxr, ujyq|.
As a result, mB ě ř1ďjďmřiPIj |~fipxr, ujyq| ě řsPS s “ mB, meaning that B “ řiPIj |~fipxr, ujyq|
for any 1 ď j ď m. Hence, tSj “ tsi : i P Iju : 1 ď j ď mu is an equi-partition of S.
Then we discuss the target location version of the maximum multi-commodity problem. Arbitrarily
fix supply vectors ~di P RV´, i P I on a capacitated directed/undirected graph with vertex set V , where I is
a finite index set. Roughly speaking, we are to locate targets for the supply vectors so as to maximize the
total flow values. In particular, we have to find vi, i P I to maximize řiPI λi}~di}1, where non-negative
reals λi’s are such that
1. For any i P I , there exists a flow ~fi satisfying the demand vector λi~di ˝ vi, and
2. t~fi : i P Iu is a valid multi-commodity flow.
It is worth noting that all the preceding results in this paper still hold (and the proofs are also valid),
except that we are not sure whether the lower bounds of approximation ratio remain true.
Finally, we investigate the target location version of the maximum feasibility problem (maxf-LoMuF for
short). Intuitively, our goal is to locate the targets so as to maximize the number of satisfiable supply
vectors. Formally, given a set S of demand vectors on a capacitated network G, its feasibility ζpG;Sq
is defined to be the maximum subset of S that can be simultaneously satisfied, namely, ζpG;Sq “
maxS1ĎS,λpG;S1qě1 |S1|. Given supply vectors ~di P RV´, i P I on a capacitated directed/undirected graph
Gwith vertex set V , the task of maxf-LoMuF is to find v1 P V, i P I so as to maximize ζpG; ~di˝vi, i P Iq.
By abusing notation, the optimum objective value will also be denoted by ζpG; ~di, i P Iq.
We will show that maxf-LoMuF is hard to approximate. The proof relies on a reduction from the
well-studied maximum independent set problem (MIS) which aims to find a maximum set of vertices
that are pairwise non-adjacent in a given graph. Let’s first recall a property of MIS.
Lemma 17 ([11]). For any constant  ą 0, unless NP=ZPP, MIS can not be approximated within
Opn1´q on graphs of n vertices for any constant  ą 0.
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Figure 8: The capacitated graph to which a MIS instance is reduced.
Theorem 18. For any constant  ą 0, unless NP=ZPP, the maxf-LoMuF problem on k supply vectors
cannot be approximated within Opk1´q in polynomial-time.
Proof. We prove by reducing MIS to maxf-LoMuF. Namely, given a graphG “ pV,Eq, we will construct
a capacitated graph G1 “ pV 1, E1,~cq and supply vectors ~d1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ~dk P RV 1´ , where k “ |V |.
Specifically, V 1 “ V ŤEŤW , where W “ twe : e P Eu. E1 “ E11ŤE12, where E11 “ txv, ey :
v P V, e P E, v is an end of eu and E12 “ txe, wey : e P Eu. Every edge of G1 has capacity 1. The graph
G1 is illustrated in Figure 8. We choose to orient every edge upward.
For any 1 ď i ď k, define a supply vector ~di such that for any v P V 1,
~dipvq “
#
´1 if v P tviuŤtwe : e is incident to viu
0 otherwise
.
Arbitrarily fix a subset I Ď t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ku. We prove two claims:
• Claim 1: If tvi : i P Iu is an independent set of G, then λpG1; ~di, i P Iq ě 1.
Suppose tvi : i P Iu is an independent set of G. For any i P I , define flow ~fi such that for any
e1 “ xu, ey P E1 with e P E,
~fipe1q “
#
1 if u P tvi, weu, e is incident to vi in G
0 otherwise
.
It is easy to check that t~fi : i P Iu is a valid multi-commodity flow satisfying t~di ˝ vi : i P Iu.
Hence, λpG1; ~di, i P Iq ě 1.
• Claim 2: If λpG1; ~di : i P Iq ě 1, then tvi : i P Iu is an independent set of G.
Assume λpG1; ~di : i P Iq ě 1. Choose ui P V 1, i P I such that there is a valid multi-commodity
flow t~fi : i P Iu which satisfies t~di ˝ ui : i P Iu.
We set about to show that tv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vyu is an independent set of G. For contradiction, suppose
i ‰ i1 P I are such that vi and v1i are both incident to e P E in G. By Lemma 3, no matter where
ui lies, we always have |~fipxe, weyq| ě 1. Likewise, we also have |~fi1pxe, weyq| ě 1. Considering
that ~cpxe, weyq “ 1, we reach a contradiction. Claim 2 holds.
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By Claims 1 and 2, for any α-approximate solution to the instance of maxf-LoMuF, we can construct
an α-approximate solution to the instance of MIS, and vice versa. Then the theorem holds due to Lemma
17.
We have a trivial approximation algorithm for maxf-LoMuF: Given a capacitated graph G and k
supply vectors ~di, 1 ď i ď k, by enumerating, find the first 1 ď i ď k and v P V such that λpG; ~di ˝vq ě
1. This algorithm obviously has approximation ratio k, which is nearly optimum due to Theorem 18.
Remark 5. The above results (including the algorithm) about maxf-LoMuF can be extended to directed
graphs. The proofs remain valid up to minor modifications, so detailed proof are omitted here.
6 Conclusion
We formulated the target location problem for multi-commodity flows. It is a natural combination of
the classic facility location problem and the multi-commodity flow problem, and extends both. It is
interesting in theory and well-rooted in real-world applications.
We mainly study the issue of maximizing concurrent flows, both on directed and undirected networks.
It is interesting to see that the directed case makes the problem harder: the problem is efficiently solvable
on undirected trees, but NP-hard on di-paths. Another separation is that the problem is efficiently solvable
for bi-source supply vectors on undirected graphs, while it is NP-hard for such supply vectors on directed
graphs. We have also made progress on algorithm design: in addition to an exact algorithm on trees,
an approximation algorithm is proposed for arbitrary undirected graphs, which leads to algorithms on
symmetric directed graphs.
As the first step towards this novel direction, there remain numerous open questions. Just mention a
few.
1. Though an η-approximation algorithm exists on undirected networks, we know nothing about the
lower bound of approximation ratio of the problem. Even whether a PTAS exists remains open.
The directed situation is less satisfactory: except a trivial algorithm with approximation ratio k, no
non-trivial approximation algorithm on general directed graphs is known.
2. The variants deserve further studying. Since in many applications, targets can be chosen only from
a candidate set, restricted version of our problem is of special interest. Cost minimization is an
active topic in classic network flow problems. It can be easily defined in our framework, and is a
rich research direction. One more variant has not yet been mentioned: This paper allows choosing
just one target for each commodity, but what if more targets can be selected?
3. Online versions of our problem are also well motivated. Recall the scenario of geo-distributed data
analysis. The typical case is that the applications arrive sequentially in an online fashion, rather
than all at once as we mentioned before. The online fashion poses special challenges in algorithm
design. We are even not sure whether an algorithm exists with guaranteed competitive ratio.
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